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Keeler News is free.
If you receive this bulletin in digital form, print it for

longevity. Print full-sized & double-sided for best
results. If youwould like a printed copybypostalmail,
ask the editor. Printed volumes can be purchased
through our website.
If you receive this bulletin on paper, a note of thankswill

ensure that you get the next issue.
All issues can be downloaded from our website.
You may copy this document and distribute it by any

method.When quoting it, please cite properly and give
credit to the author.
To join the HSK Society and be added to ourmailing

list, ask the editor and state your town of residence. To
be removed from the list, just ask.

Welcome to the latest unpredictable installment
of this series of occasional studies of retiary litera-
ture. In addition to assembling this issue, I recently
updated and rearranged the print compilations of
Keeler News. Issues 1-91 come to 1,392 pages and
can be ordered in four modestly-priced volumes
from the News section of our website.
I urge you to acquire these durable tomes—and

pronto!

!
InTheMysteriousMr. I, byHarry StephenKeeler,
the narrator adopts the personas of a long series of
different characters. InThe End ofMr. Y, by Scarlett
Thomas, the narrator enters the minds of a long
series of different characters. Coincidence?
Well, yes. But we like coincidences here.

!
Dealer “Shtuff” of Vandalia, Ohio, sold a large

collectionof10StoryBooksoneBay inFebruaryand
March. TheMarch 1935 issue hit $504.99, and four
other issues sold for $404.99 each, including the
November, 1922 issue with the complete The 12
Coins of Confucius. A few years ago, these maga-
zines used to sell for $10-$20 each.
Meanwhile, the collection of 10SB covers on our

websitecontinues togrowandimprove,andcanbe
viewed gratis.

!
“I longago lostmyability toholdmybooks inmy
head while writing them. I started buying rolls of
butcher paper, then unrolling about 15 feet and
taping it up across my bookcases, because that’s
the only wallspace I have that’s big enough. Then
I take colored marker pens and start mapping the
book, like an emerging table of contents, or a flow
chart. I can see it as a pattern of colors, and I mark
it up until I have to unroll a new piece of butcher
paper and remap. I’ve kept those rolls of paper be-
cause I like the way they look. They’re messy, al-
most like fingerpainting. That they resemble the
wall diagrams of madmen in their basements in
cop shows is undeniable. Ohwell. A joke—what’s
the difference between writing novels and OCD?
Answer: Nothing.”
—SF writer Kim Stanley Robinson, interviewed

in the December 2020 issue of Locus

https://site.xavier.edu/polt/keeler
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’Twas the night before August and I was online
Doing searches for Keeler, a habit of mine.
When I check out the Web for new traces of Harry
Almost always I find nothing new, or not very.
But the Illinois Digital Newspaper group
Had some mentions of Harry, in newsprint. Whoop,
whoop!

Daniel Euston, a story. An ancient Ag rag,
Known as Ohio Farmer had given that tag
To an earlier version of what we now know
As Y. Cheung, the Detective. I thought I would go
To the Article page where I’d give it a read.
But I only discovered I also would need
To load up other months of The Farmer online.
For the tale was a serial. “Isn’t this fine!”
I declared to myself in a sarcastic way.
What a lot to download! Won’t be reading today.

So I wrote a small program to download them all
And I set things in motion, then went down the hall
To my bedroom intending to get a good rest
While the laptop kept churning. It’s what they do
best.

The next morning I looked and, delightful to see,
The entire Daniel Eustonwas waiting for me.

This is so inaccessible, was my lament.
For just flipping around took up fifty percent
Of my time, what with scrolling and loading next
page.

“This is no way to read,” I thought, seething with
rage.

“All these columns on sheets that are half a yard tall
May be OK for news, but for books, not at all.
If I only knew folks in the publishing biz
I could have them typeset it; make reading a whiz.”

And, of course, as a Ramble House founder I knew
I could call on my good buddy Gavin to do
All the layout that I was too lazy to tackle.
“I’ll just send him the text,” was my sly little cackle.
“He’ll be so starry-eyed at a new Keeler book
That he won’t realize I just wanted to look
At it printed and bound in a trade paperback.”
So I gave my old Finereader software a whack
At converting the newsprint to A’s, B’s and C’s.
I was sorry to see it was not the bee’s knees.
Not one word in a dozen came out as intended.
I got nothing at all that was fit to be sended
Off to sunny Down Under, O’Keefe’s stompin’
ground.

I would need to apply CSI’s workaround.

First I blew up the text, maybe double or triple.
Then I leveled the contrast; smoothed out any ripple
In the brightness you’d find on an old pulpy paper
From a century’s damage from sunshine and vapor.
But it still wouldn’t scan so I sharpened each letter
With a filter that made all their edges look better.

In our previous issue,weenjoyed some1930s reviewsof Keelers in versebyPaul Allen.NowJimout-Allens
Allen, introducing a new publication and confirming his mastery of anapestic tetrameter to boot.

A Visit from Daniel Euston
by Jim Weiler
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Sent the text to the Ramblers, implying it might
Be a story to fascinate some Keelerite
If we made it a book via print on demand;
“When it’s time for the proofreading, I’ll lend a
hand.”

”A new Keeler? Amazing,” was Fender’s reply
as he nudged the O’Keefe to give Euston a try.
Gavin thought it “quite short. I am sure you’ll agree.
Maybe someone could write a short preface for me.”

My reply was: “Just where are we going to find
Any info about what was on Keeler’s mind
As he webworked this story a century plus
In our past.” Then proceeded, without any fuss,
To make up a joke preface; give Gavin a laugh.
To my mighty surprise, Gavin thought that my gaff
Was a real introduction, by maybe Mike Nevins.
I at once disabused him, responding “My heavens!
This here fake introduction’s my evil invention.
And I sent it to you-wards with zero intention
That you’d put it in place in at the start of the book.”
But he did, and I felt like a genuine shnook.

My revenge was to hint that a booklet this thin
Would improve if we slid something graphical in.
Maybe Gavin could draw some? “How hard
could that be?

It could grow a novello to book-size, you see.
And by not one iota reduce or replace
What the author had written. Just take up more
space.”

”I don’t feel it’s evocative,” was his reply.
I was gobsmacked. Our artist would not even try?
So I sent him a note: “I can’t fully agree.”
And delivered some sketches so that he could see
Some surrealish Keelerian notions I’d had
As I’d done the proofreading: mere lines on a pad.

He came back, “lazy me,” and proceeded to draw
Some O’Keefe illustrations that left me in awe.
Then to get his revenge, sent a note back to me:
“Do you have any others? More sketches to see?

’Cause I think you can do it. Please give it a go.”
I was gonna demur, but I couldn’t say no.
He had guilted me out. I took pencil in hand
And sent off some new sketches to Down Under
Land.

Gavin gathered those up, and an old Fender
doodle.

And to fatten up Euston poured in the caboodle.
That completed the layout. Just slap on a cover
And upload it online to where each Keeler lover
Can discover this new, but not really new, book
Just by going to Amazon, taking a look.

Can’t contain my delight! Ramble House
guaranteed

Daniel Euston for all, and for all a good read.
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The completist collector of 10 Story Book needs to find two different covers for the
January 1930 issue (above) and the February 1930 issue (below).Why? In the case of
January, one cover is far more risqué than the other, andmight well have run afoul
of some local obscenity laws. But the same canhardly be said of the February covers.
Any theories about Harry’s schemes? (Thanks to Phil Stephensen-Payne, with his
encyclopedicknowledgeofmagazines—seephilsp.com—forhelpingmekeep track
of these covers.) —Ed.
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Amid the grimmadness of 2020, I was inspired towrite a sequel to a novello I’d typed up duringNational
Novel Writing Month in 2010. I soon realized that my first story had been very incomplete, with many
unresolved plot questions and a truncated character arc for the protagonist. What it needed was not a
sequel, but Part Two. I tied things together, more or less, and ended up with a story about surveillance,
terrorism, populism, pandemics, the soul of America, and typewriters. The predominant tone is an un-
Keelerianmelancholy, but I did recallHSK’s advice onplotting, including the tip that you shouldmake the
main character intersect several other threads early on, with one intersection causing the next.
Thenovel is nowunder revision. I’ve found it useful to rereadTheMechanics (AndKinematics) ofWeb-Work
Plot Construction, and todrawaplot diagram tohelpme think about how the strandsmight bemore tightly
connected. (If you haven’t read this astounding text, download it from our website. You won’t be sorry.)

My first effort, with pencil on paper, soon proved to be hopelessly inadequate. The challenge gave me a
fresh appreciation for HSK’s ingenuity in his diagram of The Voice of the Seven Sparrows.

I then turned to Photoshop, and figured out how to use the pen tools to build a digital webwork. (Use
the tools to make shapes, not paths. You can choose the shapes option in the upper left corner of the
Photoshopwindow.)With practice, you can build a diagram that has the advantage of letting you reshape
threads as needed. I’m sure that Harry, with his engineer’s mind, would have relished this technology.

Diagramming Webwork--�Digitally!
by Richard Polt
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You’ll need to alter your diagram often as you analyze your plot more closely and try to create a picture
that’s as clear as it can be. One difficulty is that, almost inevitably, some lines in the diagramwill intersect
even though the characters do not interact at that point in the plot. As Keeler puts it, this is “due to our
having to use a sheet of paper to represent characters moving three-dimensionally.” You want to avoid
thosemeaningless crossings asmuch as possible, and youwant someway to showwhich intersections are
significant. I used orange dots to mark them.
It’s also easy to play with colors and thicknesses, and to experiment with extending brief threads. What

if Character C didn’t vanish after Incident 7, but came back into the plot later on? The picture helped to
stimulate a few ideas along these lines.
Of course, if you want your story to retain some plausibility, you don’t want to tie things up too neatly,

as thatwould contradictwhatHarry aptly calls “the looseness of life as it apparently is.” Still,most readers
crave some poetic unity and a gathering of threads. So I was pleased to see that the climaxes of Part One
and Part Two ofmy novel had to be represented by particularly tangled knots in the diagram. You can see
a similar dynamic in Harry’s diagram of Seven Sparrows.
If I get this novel to the point where I feel it’s ready, you will have the chance to read it under the title

Evertype. And yes—I’ll be sure to give Harry Stephen Keeler credit in my acknowledgments.
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Apropos of the cover of KN #91, showing your editor’s primary Keeler bookshelf, Geoff Marriott writes:

With the exception of the kitchen and bathroom
my place is full of books. The two downstairs
rooms have book cases full and neatly placed.
However, it is upstairs wheremost of my books
are kept. My house has three bedrooms, two
large, one small. The small bedroom, which
doesn’t have a bed in it, is stocked with books.
How many? A rough guess: around 3000 or so.
It’s where most of my crime fiction is stored. I
also have a sizeable collection of vintage S.F.
Spread around other rooms are lots of non-fic-
tion such as histories, biographies, travels, natu-
ral history, etc. The house is bursting to the
seamswith literature. The photo is taken from a
corner of mymain bedroom. Youwill be able to
spot a few Keelers alongside some of my other
favorite authors.

Jim Weiler writes:

Mostly one merely glances at another’s book-
shelf. Rarely stops to read all the titles. But the
bright orange ofNize Baby caughtmy eye inKN
#91—because I have the same edition. [Formore
onNizeBaby, seeKN#18—Ed.] It has tobe some-
thing I picked up on one ofmy 1990s binge bulk
buys of old books. Iwas doingTheNakedWord
at the time, and had stacks and stacks of public-

domain books I was transcribing. Had singlehandedly produced a
full 1% of all the “ebooks” then available on theWeb. I was typeset-
ting books so obsessively that I had even written programs to pre-
proofread them for me and mark all the probable OCR errors that
became other, less likely, real words, like clown for down. This was
quite a while before Google Books and Internet Archive got into the
act. When Project Gutenberg was approaching their 5000th title, I
donated about 100 that I had prepared to their effort, thinking I
mightgetmynameonamilestone. I checkedafter theymerged them
in. This is how I remember it: #4998—mine. #4999—mine. #5000—
Leonardo da Vinci! #5001 also! # 5002—mine .... They gavemy spot to
someone famous. Stinkers! Still, to be bumped by one of the great
minds of all time, I came to not resent it.
Nize Baby’s 1926 copyright expires in 2021 ...

Vass?Totheneighborsminedoitychortsyouchow?Mebbedis’ll
loin ya! (Thwack!) ... Nize baby. Of der veet now eat the kreme.

Take that, 21st-century sensibilities!

B o o k s h e l v e s o f t h e K e e l e r a t i
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Jim continues:

TheKeelerKornerofmybook-
shelf containsonlya fewhand-
bound Ramble House edi-
tions, each one guaranteed to
have burned Fender’s thumb
as his fingers impressed the
hot glue binding into the pa-
per. The Six from Nowhere has
the extremely rare Crayola-art
dust jacket, and if you squint
you can make out that the Or-
ange Leaves mini book has or-
ange leaves. The microprint-
ing, though perfectly clear to
the eye of the camera, is about
a 2.5-point font and readable
by my geriatric eyes only
when I wear reading glasses
stacked to produce jeweler’s-
loupe magnifications.

Meanwhile,ChrisMikul sendsus
the photo at right, which reminds
me very much of my own Keeler
kollection. Notable items include
several issues of Top-Notch
magazine, a bound collection of
John Stapleton Cowley-Brown’s
TheGoose-Quill (seeChris’s ar-
ticle on Cowley-Brown in KN
#68), and theCzechNoci vSing-
Singu.
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There’s an abundance of signedKeelers in theworld. Harry’s ownwife, Hazel GoodwinKeeler, naturally
got an inscribed copy of every novel he published, in every edition and every language. You can find a
massive collection of these inscriptions to “Hitzel” inKN #36. There are more inscriptions in other issues
of this bulletin, including #89 and #90.
This latest batch comes from the October 16, 2020 auction of books from Otto Penzler’s collection.

(MysterymavenPenzler despisesKeeler’swriting, but evidently didn’tmind collecting his novels.) These
are the volumes that brought over $500:

Sing Sing Nights (Hutchinson, 1927), 1st, inscribed, in good dj, $1875 (see this issue’s cover)
The Steeltown Strangler (Ward Lock, 1950), 1st, inscribed, in good dj, $687.50
The Case of the Transposed Legs (Phoenix, 1948), inscribed by HSK & HGK, in good dj, $600
10 Hours (Dutton, 1937), 1st, inscribed, in good dj, $550
Thieves’ Nights (Dutton, 1929), 1st, inscribed, in good dj, $525

Impressive prices—but thanks to the excellent images offered online by Heritage Auctions, we can enjoy
these inscriptions (and practice our graphology) for free. I offer a few notes on each item. —Ed.

Inscriptions Bountiful!

This inscription surely boosted the value of the already rare Hutchinson
edition of Sing Sing Nights.

Vincent Starrett was a fixture in the
Chicago mystery writer scene and a
good friend of Harry’s. This
dedication is found in a copy of
Thieves’ Nights. You can see a photo
of Starrett in KN #69, pg. 3.

The thirteenth novel published by
Keeler (counting Hutchinson, Dutton,
and Ward Lock editions) was The
Fourth King.
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This is, of course, The Box from Japan.Who Jacqueline
was, I can’t say.

The Face of the Man from Saturnwas published in
1933, but given to “Harry” in 1950. This was surely
“Harry McEvoy, Junior, of Grand Rapids, foremost
collector in America of the books of Chicago paper-
blackener Horace Samuel Stephen Wiggins
Keeler” (The Keyhole, 1961).

Harry goes Celestial in this copy of The Mystery of the
Fiddling Cracksman inscribed to Hazel.

This one appears in The Five Silver Buddhas. What did
“Put ’at tail in!” mean, and can we all remember to use
the word “Keelerania” from now on?

Nathaniel Roth received copies of X. Jones and The Defrauded Yeggman. I have not
been able to identify him.
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This inscription in 10 Hours gets a bit Deutschy.

This inscription appears in a copy of
Finger! Finger! I don’t know who Jerome
was, but he sure did get a great
Christmas card.

According to the Keyhole (1961), “Dr.
Adrien VerBrugghen [was] for many years
brain and spinal-cord surgeon at Presby
Hospital now Presby-St. Luke’s.” Dr.
VerBrugghen (1899-1985) was the son of
Henri Adrien Marie VerBrugghen
(1873-1934), conductor of the Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra. Dr. VerBrugghen
himself was a cellist. No wonder, then, that
Harry asks for his forbearance “if sharps
fall where flats should be” in this copy of
Behind That Mask. (The fact that he turns the
flat symbol upside down does not speak
volumes for his musicological expertise.)
The Book with the Orange Leaves is dedicated
to “Dr. Adrien VerBrugghen, Neuro-
Surgeon, whose scalpel has made possible
this and many other of the author’s books!”
Does anyone know what procedure Harry
underwent?
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Author challenges fan in this inscription from
Cheung, Detective.

HSK and HGK both signed copies of their joint efforts The Case of the Mysterious Moll and The Case
of the Transposed Legs.

This example of
Keeler’s favorite
phrase for
inscriptions is
found in a copy of
The Steeltown
Strangler.
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BenShires kindly shares “a recent purchase, via Sweden, demonstratingHSK’s tactfully subtle negotiating
style.” The formwas printed in 1939, according to a tiny note in the bottom left corner, so presumably the
telegramdates from around that time. I am aware of only three Keelers published in Swedish, all by Ewald
Elander, two from 1936 and one from 1947. I would guess that the reference to ”another publishing offer
from Sweden“ is a typically Keelerian bluff. —Ed.

a telegram to sweden
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Letters
I know that at the end ofThieves' NightsBayardDe-
lanceywent off to help build socialism in the USSR
but I still find it hard to believe that Keeler was a
Kommunist.

Mike Nevins
St. Louis

I doubt that HSK had any dogmatic political beliefs. My
impression is that he leaned left, but that those comments
on Marx and Lenin in The Keyhole are just another
attempt to irritate readers and get attention.

It’s alwaysaspecial, celebratoryoccasionwhenyou
publish a new issue ofKeeler News. Thank you so
much. To paraphrase from The Riddle, I look for-
ward to a detective-like crocheting of my sofa-pil-
lowwhenreading it.You’ve justmademysummer,
and then some.

Bobby
bobbygw.com

In case you don’t get Bobby’s allusion:

“Either as a detective I was a good sofa-pillow
crocheter, or else I was playing in the identical
luckof thepiccoloplayerwhen theeccentricmil-
lionaire filled up the instruments of each mem-
ber of the German bandwith $5 gold pieces.”—
The Riddle of the Traveling Skull

By the way, in Chapter XVIII of The Man With the
Crimson Box,HSK uses the image to describe a charac-
ter who is, as we’d say today, nonbinary:

“Plainly, Allstyn saw, this young man was one
of thosebeings—talented in some field, orother-
wise—who live on the perilous fringe between
crocheting sofapillows for a living—andbeinga
man in aman’s world. And yet—as Allstynwas
also to find out a few moments later—a young
man whose dainty number 6 feet rested so se-
curely on themasculine edge of that fringe, that
his voice held no trace whatsoever of fuzziness
—andhepossessed,moreover, ambition tomar-
ry—and have children!”

Thankyou for this continued labor of love. I always
learn something and find things I should have
known but missed.

Fred Cleaver
Greeley, Colo.

I recently read The Riddle of the Traveling Skull and
absolutely loved it. I think it reprogrammed my
brain a little bit, and feel like anything I read from
now on will be boring unless it matches Keeler’s
energy.

Luke Mosher
Minneapolis

*
Thanks to JimWeiler for tracking down another version
of the 1913HSK story “Jack’s LuckyCoin”: it was print-
ed in Green’s Fruit Grower (Feb. 1915) as “Jenks’
Lucky Coin,” with our hero’s byline. (It also appeared in
theChicagoLedgeronFebruary11, 1922as“WhoSaid
Luck?” by “Wilson Greer.”)

NewMembers
Aragón, Miguel, Barcelona
Mosher, Luke, Minneapolis
Pedersen, Bo Gorzelak, Lunderskov,
Denmark

Returning member
Breedlove, Bill, Oakville, Wash.
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Sentences from the Master
“No, no, Kirby! Please go on. As for its being
confusing, it is a bit complicated. But I get it
all in a sort of—of fuliginous adumbration!
And as for the sensational elements in it, I
haven’t read a dime novel since I was a boy.
Proceed, please. Criminology is my hobby!”

—spoken by the President of the
United States in Cleopatra’s Tears
contributed by Geoff Marriott

Those with extra-sharp memories may recall that
the fourth of these sentences was contributed to
this feature by Edward Bolman in KN #73—but
here’s some more context. “Fuliginous” means
sooty or dusky, from the Latin fuligo, “soot.”
As Keeler well knew, all American presidents are
invariably fans of sesquipedalian words—from
the Latin sesquipedalis, “a foot and a half
long.” (You disagree? SAD!)

HALLAD EL
RELOJ (Find
the Clock).

Reus, 1967,
paperback, 2nd
ed., by
“Stephen
Keeler.”

Available at low
prices from
Alcaná Libros,
Ragtime Libros,
and Calle 59
Libros, all in
Madrid.

Details on
abebooks.com.

Congratulations to Mike Saler on acquiring this
printofawell-knownportraitofourherosmoking
a cigarette in his skull pipe, in front of a Sing Sing
Nights movie poster. It looks like it’s inscribed to
jazz violinist Eddie South (1904-1962).

Incidentally, apps such as Remini can animate
faces in photos. Try it if you dare.




